Here’s an idea:

A BIRCH
WYNDE
BIKE PARK
Please share your feedback on a
proposed bike park by Nov. 24

When designing the park, preserving trees and other natural
landscapes will be a priority. The park would include features
designed to appeal to young children who are just learning to
ride as well as youth who would like some terrain challenges
like ramps and jumps.
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The proposed Birch Wynde Bike Park would provide a
recreational space to promote an active and healthy lifestyle in
a safe environment. The location on Birch Wynde was selected
as it would be in a low traffic neighbourhood at the end of a
cul-de-sac that is also close to an elementary school.
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The Anmore Parks and Recreation Committee has recommended that
Anmore Council consider building a bike park amenity in the green space on
Birch Wynde near the cul-de-sac. The goal is to provide local residents with
a safe place to ride along with opportunities to enjoy trails for beginner and
intermediate skills.
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See back for proposed features
and survey information.

Here are some of the proposed features of Birch Wynde Bike Park
with examples from other bike parks:

Mix of natural and built features
like ramps and jumps

Mix of trails, marked clearly
by colours and shapes to
identify trail difficulty levels
for beginner and intermediate
cyclists (like ski hill signage)

Course surface with a mix of
natural and constructed trails
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Additional proposed features:
•

Seating areas and picnic tables

•

An easy pathway into the park to provide convenient
access for strollers

Course designs that
loop around to provide
varied interest for riders
and create good viewing
angles for parents

Budget:
The budget allocated for this park is $8,500 and would be
paid from the existing trail improvement budget. Ongoing
maintenance costs will be captured within the existing parks
and trails maintenance budget.

What are your thoughts about this proposed bike park?
Before any further work is done on this project, we would like to hear from
Anmore residents to find out whether you support this proposed Birch Wynde
Bike Park and what your priorities would be for the area.
Please scan the QR code or go to surveymonkey.com/r/BirchWynde to share your feedback
by Nov. 24. For a print version of this survey, please email village.hall@anmore.com.
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